GREEN FILM FEST
APRIL 20 – 26, 2017

Castro & Roxie Theaters
& venues across the city

7th San Francisco Green Film Festival
CONGRATULATIONS
2017 GREEN FILM FEST
AWARD WINNERS

BEST FEATURE AWARD
Michelle Latimer · RISE: Standing Rock

BEST SHORT AWARD
Katie Schuler & Nick Rogacki · Pangolin

GREEN TENACITY AWARD
Joakim Demmer · Dead Donkeys Fear No Hyenas

INSPIRING LIVES AWARD
Flo Stone · Environmental Film Festival in the Nation’s Capital

YOUNG FILMMAKER AWARD
Jeffery Chen · The Plastic Bottle Controversy-Explained

AUDIENCE AWARD
As voted by YOU at the Festival!

GREEN FIRE AWARD
Juried award for Bay Area filmmakers – announced Closing Night!

THANK YOU AWARDS SPONSORS
Smith|Allen and Friends of the Urban Forest

WELCOME BACK FOR GREEN FILM FEST 2017!

A WEEK OF ACCLAIMED FILMS AND DISCUSSIONS THAT WILL ARM YOU WITH THE KNOWLEDGE, IDEAS, AND INSPIRATION TO TAKE ON THE BIGGEST ENVIRONMENTAL HURDLES. From the Amazon (Yasuni Man) to Standing Rock (Rise), you’ll meet filmmakers that are bringing us compelling stories from the frontlines of the environmental movement.

We have a visual feast of films for you that are shaping the story of food justice and sustainability. Films that tell the stories behind bringing food to the dinner table and make you ask the question, what’s on your plate?

It all kicks-off with a celebration of good food and connection to the land with our Opening Night Premiere Evolution of Organic. From there we’ll fill our plates with renowned Chef Massimo Bottura at his soup kitchen in Theater of Life, before travelling the globe with films on land-grabbing in Ethiopia (Dead Donkeys Fear No Hyenas); and traditional hunting in the Faroe Islands (The Islands and the Whales).

Movies change the world. That’s always been our motto. Get a Festival Pass and all week you’ll see films that are untangling complex environmental problems in ways that are often entertaining, often surprising and many times emotional.

Like in the impressionistic kaleidoscope of our nuclear times shown in Atomic: Living in Dread and Promise; or in the tale of a family living on a plastic trash pile in the poignant Plastic China; or in the energy and dedication of artist Mauro frontisimmo, and some pianos that want to save the world in our Closing Night Premiere Twelve Pianos.

Together our partners, sponsors and members are making it possible to bring these films to San Francisco. More than ever, we’ll be championing independent filmmakers and shouting from the rooftops about the power of film. We can’t wait to share their stories with you.

Rachel Caplan · Founder & CEO
Kevin Krueger · Board Chairman

PS. Be sure to look out for our four Green Fire Award Finalists at this year’s Festival. This new juried award is for the best Bay Area feature film. The winner will be announced on Closing Night.

Join us at FestHQ
Free Events + Happy Hours
@ 518 Valencia

Friday · April 21 · 5:00 PM – 7:00 PM
Saturday · April 22 · 1:00 PM – 9:00 PM
Sunday · April 23 · 1:00 PM – 9:00 PM

FestHQ is the place to meet Fest guests and share your reactions to the films. Join us at Happy Hour (5:00pm–7:00pm daily, 21+) for a complimentary local wine and beer, and enjoy art at [The Climate Studio] x Survival Media Agency Pop-Up Gallery all weekend. Check out the full schedule of FestHQ workshops, panels & discussions at greenfilmfest.org/festival.

BECOME A FRIEND OF THE FESTIVAL!
Join our Membership program to get some FANTASTIC Festival perks. Be the first to hear about Festival movies, get exclusive invitations to Members events, ticket discounts, and more!

BECOME A MEMBER TODAY!
greenfilmfest.org/membership

discover More Films & Take action!
greenfilmfest.org/takeaction
It started with a motley crew of back-to-the-landers rejecting industrial farming. It went on to spawn a renewed connection with our food and land. Filmmaker Mark Kitchell (Berkeley in the Sixties; A Fierce Green Fire) presents a celebration of Californian organic farming told by the people that started it all thru to a new generation who continue to reinvent the food system.

DISCUSSION WITH: Mark Kitchell & special guests

OPENING NIGHT RECEPTION · 6:00PM
Join us on the Castro Mezzanine to meet Festival filmmakers and guests to kick-off Green Film Fest 2017.

21+

OPENING NIGHT SPONSOR
Kaiser Permanente

RECEPTION SPONSOR
Blue Heron Catering

DEAD DONKEYS FEAR NO HYENAS
Joakim Demmer
Sweden / Germany / Finland · 2016 · 80 min
ROXIE · SUN · 4/23 · 5:45PM

GREEN TENACITY AWARD
A new wave of colonialism is hitting Africa. Filmmaker Joakim Demmer investigates this murky world of foreign investors buying farmland in developing countries – land grabbing. The contradictions are plain to see. On the one hand the World Bank hails them for eradicating poverty, on the other hand we see Ethiopians losing access to their land, livelihoods, and food.

DISCUSSION WITH: Joakim Demmer

OPENING NIGHT RECEPTION · 6:00PM
Join us on the Castro Mezzanine to meet Festival filmmakers and guests to kick-off Green Film Fest 2017.

21+

OPENING NIGHT SPONSOR
Kaiser Permanente

RECEPTION SPONSOR
Blue Heron Catering

RISE: STANDING ROCK
Michelle Latimer | Canada · 2016 · 110 min
ROXIE · SUN · 4/23 · 8:15PM

BEST FEATURE AWARD
At the heart of Viceland’s passionate docuseries is injustice: the rights of a dispossessed, persecuted race abused by State and Corporations in avaricious pursuit of natural resources. Resistance at Standing Rock to the Dakota Access Pipeline through Sioux ancestral lands creates a pan-tribal protest. Hope is embodied in an alliance of women. Mni wiconi (water is life).

DISCUSSION WITH: Michelle Latimer

PROGRAM SPONSOR
Consulate General of Canada in San Francisco

CLIMATE ACTION FILM CONTEST
Green Film Fest challenged you to make a 3 minute film illustrating positive solutions to climate change. The winning films will be screened on

Sunday · April 23 at 3:00 pm at Roxie.

The Fantastic Three | Groton Elementary Room 105 | USA · 2016 · 2 min
Mother’s Cry | Lisa Russell | USA · 2015 · 3 min
Our Ocean is Blue | Brenna Rupprecht, Amanda Schaer, Julie Son | USA · 2016 · 3 min
There’s Always a Way | Darryl Jones | USA · 2016 · 3 min

THANK YOU TO SPONSORS
ARUP · Wells Fargo
Genentech · NRG · Autodesk · Business Council on Climate Change · SF Department of the Environment.
Movies are even better with friends
Buy more tickets and save! If you’re planning to see 6 shows or bring a crowd—take advantage of our 6-Film voucher pack.
6-Film vouchers can be redeemed for any film screening, either online, by phone, or in person at the box office (subject to availability).
Get 6-Film Vouchers for $80

TICKETS & PASSES
For ticket, film & event information: greenfilmfest.org/festival
Prices include service fees

- **ONLINE** greenfilmfest.org
- **PHONE** 415.552.5580
- **IN PERSON** at theater on day of event
  - 15 General Admission
  - 13 Members
  - 14 Senior/Student/Disabled
  - 80 6-Film Vouchers

55/50/15 Opening Night Reception+Premiere + Members/Film Only
25/20/15 Closing Night Premiere+Wrap Party/ Members/Film only
225/200 Full Festival Pass/ Members
(all screenings & events)
Festival Member discounts available—JOIN at greenfilmfest.org/membership
All tickets/passes are held at will call. The venue box office opens 30 minutes before the first show each day. Ticket/passholders must arrive 15 minutes prior to the showtime to guarantee admission. After this time, seats are not guaranteed even with a purchased ticket/pass. If advance online tickets have sold out, "Rush" tickets may be available before a show on a first-come, first-served basis. Filmmaker and guest attendance is never guaranteed. All pass and ticket sales are final—no refunds, exchanges, substitutions or replacements.

Short Films
We know that good things can come in small packages. Throughout the Festival we showcase an array of new, international short films.
CHECK OUT our two dedicated shorts programs: Food for Thought & Эко-Анимация: Eco-Animation from Russia and look out for the short film before each feature film screening.
For full details on all our short films, visit greenfilmfest.org/festival

VENUES
visit greenfilmfest.org/festival for parking & transit info

- **CAS** CASTRO THEATRE
  429 Castro St at Market St.
- **ROX** ROXIE THEATER
  3117 16th St at Valencia St.
- **LILR** LITTLE ROXIE
  3125 16th St at Valencia St.
- **518** FESTHQ
  518 Valencia St at 16th St.
- **SFPL** SF PUBLIC LIBRARY - MAIN
  Koret Auditorium
  100 Larkin St. at Grove St.
- **BVOH** BAYVIEW OPERA HOUSE
  Ruth Williams Memorial Theatre
  4705 Third St at Newcomb Ave.
- **DBC** DAVID BROWER CENTER
  Goldman Theater
  2150 Allston Way at Oxford St, Berkeley

CALENDAR
APRIL 20–26

20 · THU
OPENING NIGHT
6:00 p CAS Opening Night Reception
7:30 p CAS Opening Night Premiere: Evolution of Organic

21 · FRI
12:00 p SFPL Death by a Thousand Cuts
5:00 p 518 Happy Hour
5:00 p BVOH Green VR
6:00 p ROX A Plastic Ocean
7:00 p 518 [The Climate Studio] x Survival Media Agency Pop-Up
9:00 p ROX Atomic: Living in Dread & Promise

22 · SAT
EARTH DAY
11:00 a 518 Real Food, Real Stories x Mark Kitchell
12:30 p ROX Last of the Longnecks
12:40 p LILR Cheshire, Ohio
1:30 p 518 Inspiring Lives: a conversation with Flo Stone
3:00 p LILR The Memory of Fish
3:15 p 518 Workshop: How do you know if your story is making a difference?
3:15 p ROX 4 Wheel Bob
4:50 p LILR You’ve Been Trumpped Too
5:00 p 518 Happy Hour
5:45 p ROX Theater of Life
7:15 p LILR The Age of Consequences
8:30 p ROX Can You Dig This
9:15 p LILR Эко-Анимация: Eco-Animation from Russia

23 · SUN
11:00 a 518 Filmmaker Brunch
12:30 p ROX Dark Circle
12:45 p LILR Food for Thought shorts
1:00 p 518 Short Film Panel: How do you tell your story in 3 minutes?
2:30 p 518 Film Panel: How should you distribute your film?
2:45 p LILR Tidewater
3:00 p ROX RiverBlue
3:45 p 518 Flint work-in-progress
5:00 p 518 Happy Hour
5:00 p LILR Women’s March
5:45 p ROX Dead Donkeys Fear No Hyenas
6:30 p LILR Generation on the Wind
8:15 p ROX RISE: Standing Rock
8:30 p LILR Yasun Man

24 · MON
6:30 p LILR The Art of Recovery
7:00 p DBC Theater of Life
8:30 p LILR The Islands and the Whales

25 · TUE
6:30 p LILR Plastic China
7:00 p ROX Dr. Strangelove or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb
8:30 p LILR Samuel in the Clouds

26 · WED
CLOSING NIGHT
6:00 p CAS Rancher, Farmer, Fisherman
8:30 p CAS Closing Night Premiere: Twelve Pianos
10:00 p CAS Closing Night Wrap Party
WEST COAST PREMIERE

4 WHEEL BOB
Tal Skloot | USA · 2017 · 82 min
ROXIE · SAT · 4/22 · 3:15 PM

GREEN FIRE AWARD FINALIST
Get on the trail with intrepid adventurer Bob Coomber, who sets out to be the first wheelchair hiker to cross the 11,845 foot peak of Kearsarge Pass in the Sierra Nevada. Despite the ups and downs, Bob’s energy and enthusiasm to get everyone to enjoy California’s great outdoors is infectious.

DISCUSSION WITH: Tal Skloot and Bob Coomber
With short: Lost in Light
Srinam Murali | USA · 2016 · 3 min

PROGRAM SPONSOR: Sierra Magazine

THE AGE OF CONSEQUENCES
Jared P. Scott | USA · 2016 · 80 min
LITTLE ROXIE · SAT · 4/22 · 7:15 PM

Distinguished military insiders take us beyond the headlines of the conflict in Syria, the Arab Spring, the rise of radicalized groups, and the European refugee crisis to lay bare how climate change interacts with societal tensions and sparks conflict. Climate change now has consequences for US national security and global stability.

With short: Irregulars
Fabio Palmieri | Italy · 2015 · 9 min

THE ART OF RECOVERY
Peter Young | New Zealand · 2015 · 85 min
LITTLE ROXIE · MON · 4/24 · 6:30PM

Who gets to make the decisions about what a city looks like? After the devastating earthquake of 2011 in Christchurch, New Zealand, artists and community members began using newly vacant land in the central city for art installations, gardens, and gathering spaces. Yet, the city’s government and private developers have other plans...

DISCUSSION WITH: Peter Young
With short: Velo Visionaries – Alicia Tapia
Kristin Teche | USA · 2016 · 8 min

PROGRAM SPONSOR: HomeAdvisor

CAN YOU DIG THIS
Delila Volland | USA · 2015 · 80 min
ROXIE · SAT · 4/22 · 8:30 PM

South L.A. may conjure images of vacant lots and liquor stores; gangs and drug dealers. Yet a burgeoning movement of urban gardeners is working to change that perception, as well as the food health and environment for many who live there. See what it takes to “plant some shit”.

DISCUSSION WITH: Delila Volland
With short: The Plastic Bottle Controversy - Explained
Jeffrey Chen | USA · 2017 · 5 min

YOUNG FILMMAKER AWARD
PROGRAM SPONSORS: Kaiser Permanente; Patagonia Provisions; Rainbow Grocery

CHESHIRE, OHIO
Eve Morgenstern | USA · 2016 · 73 min
LITTLE ROXIE · SAT · 4/22 · 12:40PM

This is coal country. In Cheshire, Ohio, that went one step further when American Electric Power did a 20 million-dollar deal to buy the town after their coal plant emits a blue-plume. But not all their residents were ready to move. A gun toting 83-year old for one. Now only a few residents remain and they continue their fight for their health, the environment and their home.

DISCUSSION WITH: Eve Morgenstern
With short: Fractured
Marite Go | USA · 2015 · 15 min

[THE CLIMATE STUDIO] X SURVIVAL MEDIA AGENCY POP-UP
FESTHQ · FRI · 4/21 · 7:00PM · FREE EVENT

Gallery Opening Party for the latest [The Climate Studio] pop-up photo-gallery. Featuring original photos and works for purchase from Survival Media Agency’s renowned climate and protest coverage, with all proceeds benefiting their work. Come and meet the artists who document TheResistance.
Exhibit runs April 21 thru 23.

ATOMIC: LIVING IN DREAD & PROMISE
Mark Cousins | UK · 2015 · 71 min
ROXIE · FRI · 4/21 · 9:00PM

DIRECTOR’S CHOICE
Mark Cousins’ bold documentary looks at death in the atomic age, but life too. Using only archive film and a haunting musical score by Scottish post-rock band Mogwai, the film is an impressionistic kaleidoscope of our nuclear times. The nuclear age has been a nightmare, but dreamlike too.

With short: No Go Zone
Atelier Collectif | Belgium · 2016 · 10 min

DARK CIRCLE
Judy Irving, Christopher Beaver, Ruth Landy
USA · 1982 · 82 min
ROXIE · SUN · 4/23 · 12:30PM

This award-winning film crafts a complicated science lesson about nuclear weapons into a human-interest story about Plutonium’s deadly intentional and unintentional effects. Now 35 years old, this Emmy Award winner deserves a new look in an age of flippancy about nuclear proliferation. Special presentation on 35mm.

DISCUSSION WITH: Judy Irving, Ruth Landy, and Raye Fleming, activist in the film.
With short: Arrested (Again)
Dan Goldberg | USA · 2016 · 4 min

visit greenfilmfest.org/festival for the latest film & guest updates
11-year-old Yi-Jie and her family live in a recycling workshop, sorting through mountains of plastic waste from the USA.

**FILMS I–R**

**FILMS A–D**

**DISCUSSION WITH:**

**PROGRAM SPONSORS:**

**PROGRAM SPONSOR:** GreenStacks at SF Public Library

---

**DEATH BY A THOUSAND CUTS**

**MUERTE POR MIL CORTES**

Juan Meja Botero and Jake Kheel | USA | 2016 | 73 min

**FESTIVAL MAIN | FRI | 4/21 | 12:00 PM | FREE EVENT**

With exquisite cinematography, *Death by a Thousand Cuts* uses the character-driven murder investigation on the border of Haiti and the Dominican Republic to unpack the impacts of deforestation, the illegal wood charcoal trade, and rising xenophobic tensions between the two countries.

**PROGRAM SPONSOR:** GreenStacks at SF Public Library

---

**DR. STRANGELOVE OR: HOW I LEARNED TO STOP WORRYING AND LOVE THE BOMB**

Stanley Kubrick | USA/UK | 1964 | 93 min

**ROXIE | TUE | 4/25 | 7:00 PM**

In Stanley Kubrick’s classic Cold War satire, a psychotic Air Force General unleashes an ingenious and irrevocable scheme sending bombers to attack Russia. The U.S. President works with the Soviet premier in a desperate effort to save the world. Peter Sellers stars as the eponymous Doctor. With short: Lucens

**Marcel Barelis | Switzerland | 2015 | 6 min**

**DISCUSSION WITH:** Anastasia Laukkanen

---

**ÉKO-АНИМАЦИЯ: ECO-ANIMATION FROM RUSSIA**

**LITTLE ROXIE | SAT | 4/22 | 9:15 PM**

A program of eco-themed animated shorts, guest curated by Russia’s ECOCUP Green Film Festival. Environmental topics are rarely the focus of attention for Russian documentary filmmakers (for many reasons). But when it comes to animation, the country has a long history of creating great work. Anastasia Laukkanen, Founder & Director of ECOCUP, will present these new films to SF audiences for the first time.

**DISCUSSION WITH:** Anastasia Laukkanen

---

**FLINT**

**Anthony Baxter | USA/UK | FESTHQ | SUN | 4/23 | 3:45 PM | FREE EVENT**

A work-in-progress screening of this new feature documentary from Anthony Baxter (*You’ve Been Trumped, A Dangerous Game*) about the lead in drinking water crisis in Flint, Mich. See exclusive footage from the film collected during more than two years of documenting one of the worst mass poisonings in American history.

**DISCUSSION WITH:** Anthony Baxter

---

**FOOD FOR THOUGHT**

**LITTLE ROXIE | SUN | 4/23 | 12:45 PM**

We love food. We love food that is in sync with the environment even more. This film program presents a new take on food production – methods that restore our land, water and wildlife. These edible stories show us what we put on our plate can be part of the solution to environmental crisis. Program includes: *Blind Sushi* (Eric Heimbold), *Dreaming with Lola* (Jila Nikpay), *Eyes on the Water* (Jason Hanasik, Graelyn Brashear), *Unbroken Ground* (Chris Malloy) and more.

**DISCUSSION WITH:** Karen Leibowitz, The Perennial; Birgit Cameron, Patagonia Provisions; Eric Heimbold; Jason Hanasik, Graelyn Brashear.

**PROGRAM SPONSOR:** Kaiser Permanente; Patagonia Provisions

---

**GENERATION ON THE WIND**

**David Vassar** | USA | 1979 | 58 min

**LITTLE ROXIE | SUN | 4/23 | 6:30 PM**

In 1978, as the price of oil soared and domestic reserves plummeted, a group of young artists, mechanics & environmental activists set out to build the largest electrical generating windmill in the world. See this beautiful new film restoration on the big screen for the first time, plus a sneak peek of clips from Vassar’s upcoming new desert film.

**DISCUSSION WITH:** David Vassar

---

**GREEN VR**

**BAYVIEW OPERA HOUSE | FRI | 4/21 | 5:00 PM**

**FREE EVENT**

Did you ever think you could dive to the bottom of the oceans or stand with herds of animals? Experience virtual reality for yourself in this hands-on viewing of stunning new VR environmental films. Part of the Earth Day Festival at the Bayview Opera House.

---

**HOW DO YOU KNOW IF YOUR STORY IS MAKING A DIFFERENCE?**

**FESTHQ | SAT | 4/22 | 3:15 PM | FREE EVENT**

Do you know how your work can make the deepest impact? How can you communicate that to funders and partners? Whether you’re trying to spur action or shift deeply-held beliefs, this interactive workshop with Active Voice founder Ellen Schneider will help you make informed, realistic decisions about your campaign.
Whether she can break free or must simply make do with sorting through mountains of plastic waste from the USA

INSPIRING LIVES: A CONVERSATION WITH FLO STONE
FESTHQ - SAT - 4/22 - 1:30PM | FREE EVENT

Where was the seed planted for Green Film Fest? Flo Stone is founder of the Environmental Film Festival in the Nation’s Capital - the longest running US green film festival, currently celebrating its 25th Anniversary. Flo has inspired countless people through the power of cinema. Join us for an intimate conversation about her life, career, and experiences.

THE ISLANDS AND THE WHALES
Mike Day | UK · 2016 · 84 min
LITTLE ROXIE · MON · 4/24 · 8:30PM

The Islands and the Whales deftly explores how even the remotest places on the planet are affected by global pollution. Using both sweeping aerial cinematography and intimate portraiture, filmmaker Mike Day documents how climate change and mercury contamination threaten Faroe Islands’ traditional food sources, and—ultimately—their way of life.

With short: Last Season (Ostatni Sezon)
Slawomir Witek | Poland · 2016 · 12 min

INSPIRING LIVES AWARD

The Memory of Fish
Jennifer Galvin and Sachi Cunningham | USA · 2015 · 54 min
LITTLE ROXIE · SAT · 4/22 · 3:00PM

The salmon of Washington’s Elwha River sustained Dick Go in for the first half of his life. But he spent the last half fighting to bring down its dams and bring the salmon back. The film, honored for its cinematography, is a loving portrait and bittersweet ode to human persistence and nature’s resilience.

DISCUSSION WITH: Jennifer Galvin
With short: Cormorants in the Crosshairs
Judy Irving | USA · 2016 · 10 min

visi}
River advocate Mark Angelo journeys through some of the world’s most polluted riverways to reveal the dark side of the fashion industry. Chemical manufacturing is destroying rivers globally. But some fashion leaders are taking a cleaner path. RiverBlue is a call to action to make our clothing in a more sustainable way.

**DISCUSSION WITH:** Mark Angelo & Lisa Mazzotta, producer

**PROGRAM SPONSOR:** Consulate General of Canada in San Francisco

---

**FILMS R-Z**

**RIVERBLUE**
David Maclvlride and Roger Williams
Canada • 2016 • 90 min
ROXIE • SUN • 4/23 • 3:00PM

**SAMUEL IN THE CLOUDS**
Pieter Van Eckee | Belgium/Netherlands • 2016 • 70 min
LITTLE ROXIE • TUE • 4/25 • 8:30PM

**THEATER OF LIFE**
Peter Svetek | Canada • 2016 • 93 min
ROXIE • SAT • 4/22 • 5:45PM
DAVID BROWER CENTER • 4/24 • 7:00PM

Renowned chef Massimo Bottura – patron of the world’s best restaurant – created an extraordinary soup kitchen. Bringing together 60 famous chefs, he uses food waste to cater for homeless people in Milan. *Theater of Life* brings insights into the difficulties of accessing good food as well as the personal journeys of the kitchen’s guests.

**SF DISCUSSION WITH:** nancy Hahn, Food Runners; Becky Gershon, SF-Marin Food Bank; Dr. Lindo Shue, Kaiser Permanente

**PROGRAM SPONSOR:** Kaiser Permanente; Patagonia Provisions; Nutiva; Consulate General of Canada in San Francisco

---

**WOMEN’S MARCH**
Mischka Hedges | USA • 2017 • 28 min
LITTLE ROXIE • SUN • 4/23 • 5:00PM

In January 2017, millions of women marched on Washington, coming together in solidarity to express that women’s rights are human rights and their power cannot be ignored. That same day, hundreds of sister marches took place in cities and small towns across America. It was the largest one day march in US history.

**DISCUSSION WITH:** Mischka Hedges

**WORLD PREMIERE**
**YASUNI MAN**
Ryan Killackey | USA • 2016 • 94 min
LITTLE ROXIE • SUN • 4/23 • 8:30PM

Yasuni is one of the most biodiverse regions on the planet and home to some of the most isolated indigenous people. Filmmaker Ryan Killackey takes us on an incredible expedition through this Ecuadorian reserve, sharing the story of the conflict in Yasuni that has pitted biodiversity and human rights against oil and commercialization.

**DISCUSSION WITH:** Ryan Killackey

**PROGRAM SPONSOR:** New Resource Bank

---

**YOU’VE BEEN TRUMPED TOO**
Anthony Baxter | UK • 2016 • 79 min
LITTLE ROXIE • SAT • 4/22 • 4:50PM

As the third-in-a-series of films examining golf resorts, *You’ve Been Trumpped Too* revisits Donald Trump’s Scottish golf course five years after construction. Here, the deceit and intimidation continues. It’s particularly chilling to watch Donald Jr. brazenly lie to a 94-year-old woman, Molly Forbes, who simply dreams of taking a shower again.

**DISCUSSION WITH:** Anthony Baxter

**PROGRAM SPONSOR:** New Resource Bank

---

**GREEN FILM FEST TEAM**
Rachel Caplan • Founder & CEO
Gemma Bradshaw • COO, Strategy & Operations

2017 FESTIVAL TEAM • Bex Cudal • Anna Colbri • Krystal Jenia Fernandez • Jonathan Fong • Brendan Garcia • Rebecca Garfield • Pamela Grable • Marilou Guzman • Lanna Asociados • Tommy Lau • Catherine Little • Dorothy Hall • Sijie Newlands-Nilse • Donne Nightingale • Joanne filmak • all the Perennals • Holstil Medi • Jason Wills

**PROGRAM SPONSOR:** HomeAdvisor

---

**GREEN SCREENING TEAM**

**WORLD PREMIERE**
**THEATER OF LIFE**
Peter Svetek | Canada • 2016 • 93 min
ROXIE • SAT • 4/22 • 5:45PM
DAVID BROWER CENTER • 4/24 • 7:00PM

Renowned chef Massimo Bottura – patron of the world’s best restaurant – created an extraordinary soup kitchen. Bringing together 60 famous chefs, he uses food waste to cater for homeless people in Milan. *Theater of Life* brings insights into the difficulties of accessing good food as well as the personal journeys of the kitchen’s guests.

**SF DISCUSSION WITH:** nancy Hahn, Food Runners; Becky Gershon, SF-Marin Food Bank; Dr. Lindo Shue, Kaiser Permanente

**PROGRAM SPONSOR:** Kaiser Permanente; Patagonia Provisions; Nutiva; Consulate General of Canada in San Francisco

---

**TIDEWATER**
Roger Sorkin | USA • 2017 • 50 min
LITTLE ROXIE • SUN • 4/23 • 2:45PM

Sea level rise is happening and Hampton Roads, Virginia, is on the frontline. Home to the world’s largest naval base and 2 million citizens, the rising waters and sinking land could have a devastating effect on U.S. national security. Tidewater shows a community coming together to create a new approach to building a resilient America.

**DISCUSSION WITH:** Nate Bimbbaum, producer/editor

**PROGRAM SPONSOR:** Wells Fargo
Thank you to our many wonderful sponsors, partners & donors greenfilmfest.org/thanks